Weekly activity grid
Week beginning: 08.06.20



** Indicates activities which are linked. The subject links are included to help you find which column to look in.
Early level
(Generally Nursery to
Primary 1)

Literacy
Spend some time every day
sharing / reading / looking
at a book, comic or magazine
of your choice.

With help, write in your
news diary twice a week.

Listen to the story, “Winnie
the Pooh’s Secret Garden”.
See link below https://youtu.be/5kDx0Sn
5Js4
Try to remember as many
describing words as you can
from the story. Make a list
of the ones you can
remember.

Numeracy
20 minutes of Sumdog 3
times a week.

Find different items in
your kitchen, e.g. bags
of sugar, flour, pasta
and rice. Which do you
think is the heaviest?
Which is the lightest?
Compare them by
holding each in your
hands. Were you right?
Then do the same with
any tinned foods and
boxed foods.
If you have scales at
home, weigh out
different amounts of
food items? Are some
fruits and vegetables
heavier than others?
Guess which ones will be
heavier / lighter before
you start. Now weigh
some foods. Which is
heavier - a banana or an
apple? How much do 2
apples weigh compared

Health & Wellbeing
1 hour of physical
exercise every day.
Find any items in your
garden which might be
dangerous, e.g. some
berries on bushes are
poisonous to humans,
hoses lying on the
ground could cause a
trip hazard, weed killers
and liquid plant food are
harmful. Talk about
why these things are
dangerous and who they
are dangerous for?
Find other things in
your garden, your
garage or your garden
shed which could be
dangerous, e.g. sharp
tools, gates left open
for toddlers. Can you
draw pictures of what
you find? Extension write the names of
some of these things
and why they are
dangerous.
Create a poster about
keeping safe in the

Science & Technology
Scottish Wildlife Trust
- 30 days Wild!
Join in with the
Scottish Wildlife
Trust’s activities for
the month of June! Ask
an adult to register and
you will be given links to
a range of fun and
exciting resources to
use for the whole of
June!
https://scottishwildlife
trust.org.uk/things-to
-do/30-days-wild/
Bouncing Egg!
How can you make a raw
egg in its shell bounce
without cracking!
Find an egg, put it in a
small glass and cover
the egg with vinegar.
Watch what happens
over the next few days.
(around 4 - 5 days)
Take the egg out of the
vinegar - what does it
feel like? How has it

Expressive Arts
Look online at Vincent
Van Gogh’s still life vase
with 12 sunflowers.

Take a picture of some
flowers or find some to
look at closely. They
could be dandelions or
daisies. Try to draw or
paint them. If it is a
warm day you could
paint them outside. Can
you paint them like Van
Gogh?

Imagine you found a magic
key which opens a door to a
secret garden. Can you talk
to somebody about what it
might look, feel, smell and
sound like? Draw your
secret garden and label it
with everything inside.
Make the secret garden you
designed and labelled out of
Lego / other construction
toys or from a shoebox
using junk materials. What
will be in your garden and
what could you use to make
each thing? Extension write some sentences to
describe your garden and
think about which
describing words you could
use.

*Please see Google
classroom / email (if you
can’t access classrooms)
for literacy tasks which
will be set by your child’s
teacher twice a week.*

to 2 bananas?

Create ‘Jigsaw Hearts’
with numbers up to 20.
Draw 20 hearts and cut
them out. Fold each one
in half and cut along the
fold. On the left hand
side write one of the
numbers to 20 and on
the right hand side draw
in spots / hearts to
match that number.
Mix up the pieces and
match them together,
like a jigsaw.

*Please see Google
classroom / email (if
you can’t access
classrooms) for
numeracy tasks set by
your child’s teacher
three times a week.*

garden. Decorate it with
pictures and simple
phrases/sentences to
tell us how to keep safe.
Wake up and shake
dance session - every
Wednesday at 9.30 am
https://stream.meet.g
oogle.com/stream/f0b3
4fdd-6350-403e-8e76
-e5f29856ce63

changed? Does it
bounce? ( drop from a
short height to test it)
Science - the acid in
the vinegar dissolves
the egg shell which is
high in calcium!
Make an Egg Float!
Fill a bowl with water.
Add a raw egg in its
shell. What happens?
(it sinks and small
bubbles appear)
Now add 5 tablespoons
of salt to the water and
stir the salt so it
dissolves.
Add the egg to the salt
water. What happens?
Does it float? The salt
changes the density of
the water so things now
flot in it - that’s why it
is easier for us to float
in the sea !
Technology
Build an indoor fort!
Use IKEA’s brilliant
guide on how to build
forts inside your house.
(Please note ikea
furniture can be
replaced with any

With coloured paper,
make your own flowers.
Find some ideas on
Pinterest for doing this.
There are lots to
choose from.
Practise the Fischy
Music song “Celebrate“
for assembly this
week. See link below www.fischy.com
Username balloch.primary@highlan
d.gov.uk
Password - Balloch2020

furniture you have in
your house!) several
different designs using
household furniture and
objects.
https://edition.cnn.co
m/2020/05/15/world/i
kea-russia-blanket-for
ts-trnd/index.html

First level
(Generally Primary 2 –
Primary 4)

Literacy
30 minutes of reading a day,
a text of your choice.

Numeracy
Complete maths tasks
set on sumdog by your
teacher.

Health & Wellbeing
1 hour of physical
exercise every day.
Joe Wicks Daily Fitness
Wake up and Shake Up
Dance on Wednesday.

Complete the two daily
literacy tasks in your Google
Classroom.
Sumdog spelling/grammar
twice a week.
It is World Oceans Day on
Monday 8th.
Create your own World
Oceans Day poster.
Make an endangered animal
fact file.
Reading Research

Complete the three
daily maths tasks in
your Google Classroom.
Make a wanted poster
for a number. See the
example below.

The Children’s
Parliament have
launched a JUNE
edition of their national
wellbeing survey How
are you doing? It is an
opportunity for children
aged 8 - 14 to share
their thoughts and
feelings about life
during the lockdown.
Please take some time
(either on your own or
with an adult) to
complete the survey. It
can be found at the link
below
bit.ly/Coronavirus_Kids
Practise your French
and health with a

Science & Technology
Scottish Wildlife Trust
- 30 days Wild!
Join in with the
Scottish WIldlife
Trust’s activities for
the month of June!
Ask an adult to
register and you will
be given links to a
range of fun and
exciting resources to
use for the whole of
June!
https://scottishwildlife
trust.org.uk/things-to
-do/30-days-wild/
Egg Drop
Can you drop an egg into
a glass without it
breaking? (get
permission from an
adult before doing this
experiment!
http://www.sciencefun.
org/kidszone/experime
nts/egg-drop/
Mouldy Apples!

Expressive Arts
Practise the Fischy
Music song “Celebrate“
for assembly this
week.

Find a large smooth
pebble - decorate it and
perhaps write a
message on it. Leave it
in the woods or at the
edge of a path for
others to find when
they are out for a walk
- it will make their day!

‘Say

it another way’
activity. Pick a
well-known nursery
rhyme or a phrase of
your choice and try to
say and act it out in a

Find out the names of the
different oceans in the
world. Which one is the
biggest? Which one is
furthest north/south?
Nearest Scotland?
Look in the classwork tab of
the classroom to find a fun
worksheet with lots of
facts to find out!

French version of Head,
Shoulders, Knees and
Toes. Click on the web
link if you can’t
remember the words!
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=0EFXCdryy
RM

Stamp clap game
A stamp is worth 10, a
clap is worth 1. Make a
sequence and ask your
child to work out the
total number.

Go on a Photo Safari.
Choose a subject or
colour scheme and see
what you can ‘capture’.

E.g. stamp stamp clap
equals 21 stamp clap
stamp clap clap stamp
equals 33. You can
change the values of
stamps and claps. You
can use it to add,
subtract too, really
tests your memory!

Second level
(Generally Primary 5 to
Primary 7)

Literacy
Reading:
Half an hour of daily
reading.
Writing:
Write up your daily diary.
**See HWB .
Pupil Passports (P5 and P6)

Numeracy
Sumdog - continue to
play games this week as
it is being reset for you
all. Play lots of games!
Design a maths poster
to help explain a mental
maths strategy. You
could give examples and

Complete this fun
experiment to find out
how long it takes for an
apple to rot and if some
substances help speed
that up or slow it down!
Ask an adult for
permission and a bit of
help!
http://www.sciencefun.
org/kidszone/experime
nts/moldy-apples/

variety of ways. For
example – say it like you
are in a hurry, like you
are telling someone a
secret, as if you are a
teacher etc.

Technology
Build an indoor fort!
Use IKEA’s brilliant
guide on how to build
forts inside your house.
(Please note ikea
furniture can be
replaced with any
furniture you have in
your house!) several
different designs using
household furniture and
objects.
https://edition.cnn.com
/2020/05/15/world/ike
a-russia-blanket-forts-t
rnd/index.html

Health & Wellbeing
Wake up and shake up
with Amy Gallagher.
9:30 Wednesday
mornings.
https://stream.meet.go
ogle.com/stream/f0b34
fdd-6350-403e-8e76-e
5f29856ce63

Science & Technology
Egg Astronaut
Take part in the
Glasgow Science
Centre’s experiment on
how to slow down the
fall of an egg to stop it
breaking, like slowing
down a rocket to stop

Expressive Arts
**Junk model - make a
rocket with what you
have around the house.
Fischy music: Assembly
song this week:
“Celebrate”. (See the
link below).

See you Classwork in your
Google classroom to create
an information passport
about you for your next
teacher. (E moji and friend
pad sheets.)
P7: Prepare a script with
information about yourself
that you would like to use
for a video for the academy.
Talking and Listening:
Watch newsround daily.
Discuss 3 or 4 of the main
issues each day.
**Research / writing:
Find out about SpaceX in
the news. Who is Elon
Musk?
Create an information
leaflet on what you find out.
See Nasa kids website for
more information.
https://www.nasa.gov/kidscl
ub/index.html

show the working step
by step. Ideas: adding
9, subtracting 9,
counting back, counting
forwards, bridging
(crossing tens) or
dividing numbers beyond
the times tables.

Joe Wicks daily work
out.
**See literacy.
Think positively about
what you are good at.
Reflect on the things
you could improve on.
**Make some rock buns.
See numeracy.

** Rock buns recipe follow the instructions
and enjoy.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/f
ood/recipes/rock_cakes
_03094

The Children’s
Parliament have
launched a JUNE
edition of their national
wellbeing survey How
are you doing? It is an
opportunity for children
aged 8 - 14 to share
their thoughts and
feelings about life
during the lockdown.
Please take some time
(either on your own or
with an adult) to
complete the survey. It
can be found at the link
below
bit.ly/Coronavirus_Kids

the astronauts being
hurt in space!
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=ZgWbvzrnmA&feature=youtu.be
Apple Oxidation
Apples go brown really
quickly after they have
been peeled or bitten
into. Do this easy
experiment to find out
what makes this happen
faster and what can
slow it down!
https://drive.google.co
m/file/d/12b2kTtdWb
OIhyc1BVpiNbyWhnp4n
Ivf1/view?usp=sharing
Rainforest link Madagascan Hiss
CockroachesWatch a
video from the Glasgow
Science Centre on this
cockroach which usually
lives in the rainforests!
Learn loads of facts
about these interesting
not so mini beasts! Find
out how they help our
planet and clean it up
for us!
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=CGBfMObg
XdI&feature=youtu.be
Scottish Wildlife Trust
- 30 days Wild!
Join in with the
Scottish WIldlife
Trust’s activities for

Listen to Space themed
music:
Holst - the Planets.
ET sound track.
Jean-Michel Jarre.
Which genre of music
do you like best?

the month of June!
Ask an adult to
register and you will
be given links to a
range of fun and
exciting resources to
use for the whole of
June!
https://scottishwildlife
trust.org.uk/things-to
-do/30-days-wild/

Useful websites to check out :
●

Winnie the Pooh’s Secret Garden https://youtu.be/5kDx0Sn5Js4

●

Ikea fort https://edition.cnn.com/2020/05/15/world/ikea-russia-blanket-forts-trnd/index.html

●

BBC Bitesize - a range of daily lessons for Early, First and Second levels, split into specific curricular areas https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/primary

●

Children’s Parliament survey bit.ly/Coronavirus_Kids

●

BBC Super Movers https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers

●

Cosmic Kids Yoga https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga

●

Wake up and shake dance session - every Wednesday at 9.30 am https://stream.meet.google.com/stream/f0b34fdd-6350-403e-8e76-e5f29856ce63

●

This week’s assembly song  ww.fischy.com
w
Username - balloch.primary@highland.gov.uk
Password - Balloch2020

